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DEFINE CONTENT GOVERNANCE
Who is in charge of your site's content, who has input, and how content gets 
published. 

Answer the following questions and share them with your team:

Who writes the content?
Who edits the content?
Who are the stakeholders?
Who approves the content?
Where do the content requests come from?
When is this content due?
Who uploads the content?

Answering the questions above will help clarify roles and responsibilities.



User experience tutorial: How people read on 
the Web | lynda.com
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTUPpRjJLjU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTUPpRjJLjU


How people read online

 People read differently online than in print 
 In print, readers delve deep and are not easily distracted by things to 

click on
People online:
 Read 20% slower vs. print
 Are task focused rather than looking for an immersive experience
 Scan the page rather than read every word
 Don't expect your content to work if you simply copy and paste from 

print.



GOALS SHOULD GUIDE YOUR CONTENT 
CREATION PROCESS

Answer the following questions to guide this process. 
It's best to answer all of these questions with the key stakeholders present.

What are the communication goals of this page?
Who is the audience?
What are the key calls to action?
What is the function of this page?
 Can this content be shorter or more skimmable?
 Can you eliminate redundant content?
 Is all the content relevant?



How users scan In this image, heat maps track 
readers' eye movements. You can 
see that they focus mainly on the 
left side of the page, as well as on 
the first few sentences of each 
paragraph.

So what does this mean?

• Put your most important content 
at the top of the page.

• Use sub-headers throughout your 
text for improved scannability.

• Make the first two words of your 
headers the most important.



Heat Map of 
Google Search 
Results



CONTENT STRUCTURE Use the inverse pyramid to 
structure your content.

Start with the most 
important information

Follow with supporting details

Finish with related information



WRITE CONCISELY
Get to the point……

Instead of... Use...
despite the fact that although
in the event that if
it is important that must, should
has the opportunity to can
it is possible that may
due to the fact that since

People don't read.



AVOID REDUNDANT PHRASES
Say more with less

Instead of... Use...
advanced notice notice
end result result
final outcome outcome
extra bonus bonus
collaborate together collaborate
unintended mistake mistake



THINK LIKE A DESIGNER

 Develop an eye for aesthetics
 Sections should be balanced
Writers should have a say over how 

their words are presented onscreen



One of 
these 
sections is 
unbalanced 



FORMAT SMARTER

 Bullets are a great way to improve the scannability of your text. You 
can enhance those bullets by adding sub-headers (when appropriate).



PROOF EVERYTHING

 Test your links
 Remove typos
Get extra sets of eyes to check your grammar and sentence structure
 Copy errors reflect on your business and your reputation
 Take this step seriously.



SEO and Keywords

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ml1-FAKwDy8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ml1-FAKwDy8


Keyword Tips

 Titles
When writing a title, try to keep it below about 65 characters, and 
include one of your target keywords or phrases so it's easier for 
searchers to identify that your results are relevant to other query.
 Descriptions
Descriptions are also shown in search results but they don't have a 
direct impact on rankings. They exist to tell searchers why they should 
click on your result. Use one of your target keywords or phrases in your 
meta description so they know your content is relevant to their query.



Keyword Tips

Headings and Content
It's important to use your keywords in your headings and 
content, as visitors are much more likely to stay on a page if 
they can see the terms they had searched for on it. However, 
it's critical you use these keywords naturally -- so write for 
readers first, not search engines.
URLs - It's a good idea to include keywords in your URL if 

they accurately describe the page contents. 



Google’s guide to good SEO practices

https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/35769

https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/35769


Image file names ALT tags

 You can also look at including keywords in a 
natural way in your image titles and alt text. 
This seems minor -- and it isn't going to impact 
your search rankings as much as other things 
on this list -- but it helps Google find your site in 
image searches, improves accessibility for 
people with poor vision using screen readers, 
and is also used as a minor search ranking 
factor.
 Accessibility issues can have legal implications.



Create Guidelines to Follow

 Example guidelines from the University of California Riverside
 http://cms.ucr.edu/writing_web_content.html

http://cms.ucr.edu/writing_web_content.html
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How can you apply these 
lessons in the real world?



People read differently online 
than in print 

they are Task Focused





When is Home and Away on?









Are Students Task Focused?





Yes…

when deadlines are near



Panic, urgency, stress



So… be concise





Novelists are paid by the word

Web authors should not be!



Think more, write less



Not all web writing tips will 
apply to you





There is no need to drive 
traffic to your site

• Your audience is 
already there

• You do not need 
advertising revenue 



Let’s pick a real world example 
of a website at random…





Think like a student

When is Freshers Week?









This is an SEO problem

The keyword is missing









This is a content problem

The information is missing



What you want to say

vs

What the user is trying to find







This is a content problem

Unfamiliar abbreviation



This is a also content problem

No link to SOLE page



Let’s try another site...







This is a database problem

The information is 
too far in the future



Let’s consider another 
common student task that 

might be familiar to you



I need this book…





Where do I look?







This is an SEO problem

…many possible reasons



Where do I look next?



Viv asked me to include 
examples of good and bad 

websites



So, let’s look at a large, recently 
opened gold-clad public library 

in the West Midlands





Good or Bad 
writing for the web?





What you want to say

vs

What the user wants to read



Back to finding that book…







What went wrong?









This is a design problem

Getting designers to fix things
is not always straightforward











Is this a link labelling problem?



Is it a basic design problem?



I haven’t the foggiest
to be honest.









This is a text problem

Think about what the user
will be looking for, and where 

they will look









Let’s look at another large, 
recently opened gold-clad 
public library in the West 

Midlands













This is a hierarchy problem

correct link is not obvious







This explains that SEO problem

We’re not on the Hive site





This is a content problem

far too many words!



Marketing Departments are 
sometimes paid by the word

Web authors should not be





The information 
we wanted!



Conclusion



Applying these lessons in the 
real world is not always easy



Applying these lessons in the 
real world is not always easy

but it does help your users



A final thought



How many words have you seen 
on screen while I was talking?

…and how many did you read?



 http://musingsaboutlibrarianship.blogspot.co.uk/2014/10/how-
should-academic-library-websites.html#.VazHbPlViko

2 Library websites thought to be well designed
 http://library.stanford.edu/
 http://libraries.mit.edu/

An interesting blogpost discussing the academic 
library

http://musingsaboutlibrarianship.blogspot.co.uk/2014/10/how-should-academic-library-websites.html#.VazHbPlViko
http://library.stanford.edu/
http://libraries.mit.edu/
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